Fact Sheet

Imagine a place as uplifting for the soul as it is relaxing for the body.
A place of understated luxury and utter comfort, where you are surrounded by beauty at
every turn – a place that, in bringing together the finest art and the warmest hospitality,
brings people together from all over the world to share and experience both.
Such a place is the Elma Arts Complex Luxury Hotel. Located atop the hills of Zichron
Ya’akov, its elevated position allows for breathtaking views of the Mediterranean.
Elma itself is a work of art.

Rooms

In our main building, guest rooms of various sizes all offer spectacular
views of the Mediterranean. Separate from the main building are
freestanding cottages, each of which can serve as either a two-floor unit
with 2 bedrooms or as 2 independent units for different guests. Each
floor has complete facilities and its own entrance.

Room and Suite Categories
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard Rooms
Deluxe Rooms
Garden Rooms
Classic Rooms
One Bedroom Suites
Cottages
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Amenities

Guest room amenities & features

On request
amenities

• Iron & ironing board
• Baby cots in our Cottages
• Bed boards
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Modern furnishings
Breathtaking views
Balconies, terraces or patios
Daily newspapers and a selection of magazines
Proxy electronic door lock
Individually controlled air conditioning
“Smart” IP LED TVs
Espresso machine
Electronic safe
Writing desk
Mini bar
Upgraded linen
Exclusive bathroom amenities
Hairdryer
Bathrobe & slippers
Shaving/Make-up mirror
iHome docking station and alarm clock
Complimentary WiFi
Digital scale
Car parking
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Arts

Every form of artistic expression is celebrated at Elma. In a world
in which art is too often roped off from the rest of life, we believe it
should be part of every day, even every moment. And we strive to
weave it into every guest’s experience.
•
•
•
•

450-seat Elma Hall designed for acoustic excellence
Orchestra pit for complex productions
Elstein Galleries for paintings and sculptures
Interactive master classes conducted by
dancers, musicians, actors and authors
• Four amphitheaters

Restaurants
&
Bars

Meetings
&
Events

Sharing a wonderful meal with old friends – or maybe
even with musical or stage performers you just met – is an
experience we have gone to great lengths to perfect at Elma.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oratorio restaurant for fine dining
Extensive selection of wines
Different seating options
Espresso bars
Poolside restaurant and bar
More exciting dining possibilities at The Cube performance hall
Kosher menus

If you’re planning a meeting or event you hope
will be truly special, host it in a special place.
• Versatile conference and banquet halls
• Elma Hall, an auditorium perfect for presentations, with
theater seating and state-of-the-art AV equipment
• The Cube, featuring flexible seating configurations and a built-in bar
• Terraces for welcome cocktails or dinners for up to 400
people, all with breathtaking views of the Mediterranean
• Four outdoor amphitheaters ideal for wedding ceremonies
• Kosher kitchen
• Natural daylight in galleries, The Cube and Elma Hall
• Well-equipped board and conference rooms
• State-of-the-art AV in all meeting and event facilities
• Pool-side private events
• Ample indoor parking
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Spa

The Elma experience offers guests the opportunity to be
thoroughly pampered, indulged and taken care of. We are
an oasis from the hectic pace of the modern world, and
nowhere is this more apparent than in the Spa at Elma.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Eight treatment rooms
Hamam Turkish bath
Indoor heated lap pool with magnificent views
480-square-meter outdoor pool
Shaded kids’ wading pool
State-of-the-art fitness center
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